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Why Choose This Store?

Create a store where shoppers must enter a code to access and
redeem their products. Built on the Bright Orders System, it's easy
to set up and manage.
No Payment, Shipping, or Sales Tax

Create Code Groups

Redeeming products will be a breeze
for users! With a Redemption Store,
they won't be asked to fill out
payment information nor will they be
charged for shipping or sales tax.

Control the value of the codes with
groups. Manage the products that
appear in the store for the user and
how many products they can "order"
within that code group.

Generate or Upload Codes

View Codes & Redeemed Codes

It's up to you! T he system can
generate the codes for you or you may
choose to upload your own codes into
the store. From there, you can assign
the codes to a group.

Keep track of codes loaded into the
store with information such as which
group the code belongs to, the date it
was added and redeemed, and the
order number attached to that code.

Quick Set Up & Launch

Manage Orders

Redemption Stores take just minutes
to set up and launch. Simply add a
logo, add the products, and customize
the store colors and text. You can also
activate the Countdown Clock.

Redemption Stores are built on the
Bright Orders platform, so you can
manage all order details and run
reports in the same system.
[View Bright Orders]

Cost Effective
No Monthly Hosting Fees, Just
50 Cents Per Order

Secure
Users Must Enter Code To
Access Store
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Experience a Redemption
Store Firsthand
CONTACT US

Contact Us for Test Codes
or to Get Started
Flexible. Scalable. Feature Rich.

1.800.466.5930 I www.BrightStores.com

